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In flood-prone areas Versa Lift will quickly move 
your irreplaceable documents, photos, and cherished 
possessions to your attic, the highest place in your home 
and the last place to be reached and damaged by rising water! 
  
The Versa Lift is also perfect for homes with elevated living quarters, such as 
split-levels, coastal homes, and homes with basement living rooms. The Versa Lift 
eliminates the constant need to carry groceries, laundry, tools, portable appliances, 
firewood and other heavy items up and down your stairs! 

 is the ultimate solution to your storage 
problems.  Now you can keep your home and 
garage neat by sending storage items into

with !
  
Living the good life, you accumulate many useful items 
that inevitably begin filling up your garage. So, how can 
organize it all?  You can stack it, rack it or hang it from the ceiling, 
but your garage will still look and feel cluttered!  Only the 
will let you store everything out of sight and bring it back in seconds
whenever you need it!  Other storage systems can’t give you easy

hidden attic storage space. Only the !
  

 eliminates the danger of carrying storage items up 
steep, shaky ladders.  You need only press a switch on the 
hand-held remote to magically transport heavy loads 
either to or from the attic... It’s so easy,  
actually makes organizing and storage fun!
  

Develop your home’s hidden assets: convert your attic into a 
huge hidden storeroom with just some plywood decking and 
the award winning Versa Lift ultimate storage system! 

Here are just a few of the countless clutter items you can store 
out of sight and get back in seconds when you need them:

TMVersa Lift  - Winner of the prestigious Popular Mechanics Editors Choice Award!

  US & Foreign
           Patents
          Pending
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Ugh!

>

Luggage and Trunks

Ice Chests, Camping Gear

Tool Buckets, Pruners, Etc. Pressure Washer, Vacuums

Lawn Chairs, Planter Pots

Pool & Patio CushionsSpreaders, Sprayers, Shovels

Wheels & TiresAuto Ramps and Tools

Introducing the Award Winning...

Ultimate Home Storage System

Storage items are out of sight,
!but within easy reach

>

Don’t risk injury climbing
stairs with heavy items!

>

Store or retrieve loads up to 
with push-button ease!

200-
lbs. 
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Ahh!

WINNERWINNER

Awarded For Outstanding Achievement
in New Product Design and Innovation!
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